The Otolith Story

The Frozen Myth

The Otolith Retailer Relationship

Otolith Sustainable Seafood is the regions premier
Alaskan wild seafood distributor. Taking into account
fishing methods, the impact on natural habitats, and
management initiatives enables Otolith to bring you and
your customers the highest quality fish available while
preserving the natural environment.

We've all heard the generalization that frozen fish is
inferior in quality to fresh fish. The truth is that unless
your fish was caught that day in your local neighborhood
it was probably frozen at some point to ensure safe
delivery to your dinner table. However, not all frozen fish
is the same.

Based out of Philadelphia, our family owned sustainable
seafood business has over 20 years of experience in
authentic Alaskan seafood. Managing Director Amanda
Bossard has a background in Marine Biology and
experience in commercial fishing, fisheries management
for the Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game, as well as buying
and ethically harvesting fish. Her partner and husband
Murat Aritan has been a commercial fisherman in Alaska
since 1993. Both Amanda and Murat are passionate
about producing healthy food for their family and yours
while protecting the environment, so that fresh healthful
fish remain available for generations to come.

Our Alaskan fish is flash frozen directly after harvesting
when it is incredibly fresh so that once defrosted, your
fish maintains the impeccable sushi-grade quality Otolith
Sustainable Seafood is known for.

We consider our customers to be a part of our family as
well as partners in bringing more sustainable and
healthful fish to the marketplace. This is why we happily
pass on discounts that we receive during bountiful
seasons. In addition, we provide marketing materials to
help support robust sales all year long. As an Otolith
Sustainable Seafood retailer your business will
receive:
• Full service distribution. Otolith stocks and
merchandises all products.
• $100 seasonal advertising support for any print ad
mentioning the Otolith brand or products by name.
• A no risk 90 day return policy for undamaged product
unsold.
• 30 day terms with credit card authorization and new
account registration.
• Unparalleled customer service. You can direct any
questions or concerns your staff or customers may
have to our experienced seafood professionals at no
charge to you.

Restauranteurs and specialty shops
love the control that Otolith
Sustainable Seafood provides while
distributing excellence in seafood.
Depending upon availability,
customers may select the specific
cuts they desire at the volumes they
need. We also offer advanced
ordering which allows for increased
customization and additional
discounts. It's just that easy.

• Access to our website including recipes, thawing and
cooking directions, and additional information about
the fish that we carry.
• Full color post cards including Otoliths Quick Thaw®
Directions and a recipe or cooking instruction with an
"Available At" area to highlight your business.
• Product specials and informative emails with attached
full color flyers that can be passed on to your
customers and contacts.
• Inclusion into our social networks. We utilize
Facebook and Twitter to alert potential customers
about your recent delivery. We expose new people to
your brand and provide you with a message ready to
be retweeted or reposted to your unique network.

